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About Heimdal Security
Leading product and
intelligence

Defcon CTF World
champions

Superb service and
support

Appraised by the FBI, working
with EUROPOL
and endorsed by NC3

Developed and evolved by the
best of the industry

Recommended by
our customers for our great
service and support

Our ground-breaking intelligence alerts have been featured in media such as:

Endorsed by Law enforcement

The power of Heimdal is the intelligence
At Heimdal, we gather our leading intelligence from a
variety of sources in order to combat cyber threats:
- Penetrating and infiltrating malware infrastructure
- Tracking cybercriminal infrastructure
- Sinkholing
- Domain monitoring

- Zero hour monitoring
- Attack analysis
- Cracking Domain generation algorithms (DGA’s)
- Reversing Malware samples

Thor Foresight
(Next-Gen Threat Prevention)

Close vulnerabilities, be
compliant and add unique
threat prevention to stop
Ransomware
APTs
Financial Fraud
Data leaks
Exploits

Before they do damage!

Thor Foresight as an Antivirus Complement

Mitigation and Prevention

What is the difference ?

Works with any Antivirus ?

Antivirus products and Thor Foresight
complement each other. Leading antivirus
products offer code threat detection and
mitigation, and the core focus is after the
system is compromised. Thor Foresight is
the opposite, offering unique attack or
leakage prevention capabilities and traffic
layer and vulnerability prevention layers.

Thor Foresight focuses on network layer
communication and uses vulnerability
management stop attacks before they
penetrate. Antivirus products focus on
scanning file and memory for resident
threats and code injection after it has
penetrated. Thor Foresight is proactive,
where antivirus is reactive.

Yes, Thor Foresight works with any
antivirus engine on the market. Our
unique threat prevention engines, will
stop new 2nd generation attacks that no
antivirus is able to block.
Thor Foresight is the unique next
generation prevention that will add to
any existing endpoint security you have.

Virustotal.com (Google)

Unique 2-Way Traffic Filtering
Engine

Detect threats that Antivirus
and Code scanners can’t

Preemptive Vulnerability
Management

Blocks network communication to mitigate
Zero Hour exploits, Ransomware C&C’s, nextgen attacks and data leakages. Using our
ground-breaking Threat To Process
Correlation technology, we can identify
attacking processes and provide HIPS
capabilities for endpoints.
The
engine supports fully
customizable white/black listing.

By tracking device-to-infrastructure
communication
will detect
2nd generation malware strains that no other
product can, effectively providing HIDS.
Using Machine Learning (MLD) and
Indicators of compromise/attack (IOA/IOC)
this is a unique add-on to any other form of
endpoint security.
Accredited by FBI, Europol and USDOJ

Achieve Compliance, Mitigate exploits, Close vulnerabilities and Install
software anywhere in the world.
Zero setup, automatic, silent and onthe-fly updates of your software from
secure servers anywhere on the globe.
X-ploit Resillience is a key security
measure as exploits are used in 85% of
all attacks*.

Works in any Windows environment
The Thor Product is compatible with any Windows client environment from Windows 7 to 10, VM Ware and Hyper V hosted environments.
*Data supported by US CERT - https://www.us-cert.gov/ncas/alerts/TA15-119A?hootPostID=b6821137ae5173095390bd502ae04892

Why Thor Foresight ?
Fits into any environment
Works with any security product, because it is different
and has no hardware conflict

Adds to any Antivirus
Antivirus product is code focused, whether it is
signature, behavior, kernel or exploits. Thor Foresight
has no code focus, but utilizes traffic to block attacks
and enables you to see software used to attack the
device at process level.

Enriches Perimeter Security
Firewalls work at port and packet inspection level to
stop threats coming in. Thor Foresight works at deviceto-infrastructure level to block threats coming in or data
going out. Thor Foresight can also enrich any firewall
with process and user data for easy forensic.

Adds to any Security software
Regardless of your current security offering, you will
find that the core focus is reactively centered, Thor
Foresight is, however, proactively focused.

Why add Darklayer Guard™
to my Endpoints ?
By exploiting code and using trusted software
criminals can easily bypass Antivirus, Behavior and
Code Scanners, as well as Firewalls.
Using 2-way Device-to-infrastructure traffic scanning
and our unique infrastructure intelligence, Darklayer
Guard™ can stop Ransomware, APT’s, Data-leaks and
that no other solution can. Combining this ability to
block attacks, with our TTPC technology, enables
administrators to spot attack processes quickly.
Darklayer Guard™ is a great add-on for any security
solution offering you HIPS capabilities.

Superior speed and surgical
accuracy
Using a self-learning technology combined with a
small local database, our Darklayer Guard™
technology can almost always predict, if traffic is
malicious, providing enhanced speed* and security.
To enhance processing for unknown requests,
Darklayer Guard™ uses Globally located cloud
servers.
*Tested globally using GRC Benchmark

Discover even hidden
or dormant malware
threats
VectorN Detection™ uses NO
scanning of code and NO auditing
of system processes.
Using Machine Learning
Detection (MLD) and IOA/IOC’s
this new technology will detect
attacks at the traffic layer.
By tracking device-toinfrastructure communication and
using a self-learning mechanism
VectorN Detection™ will find
malware that no Antivirus or
Endpoint platform can detect.

Compliance and Vulnerability management

Advantages and Benefits

1.

Automatic deployment/re-deployment of patches

1.

Less time used on checks – and always compliant

2.

Silent software installation and on-the-fly

2.

Less time spent on building images, packages and no reboots

3.

Silent patching without user interruption

3.

Increased productivity and less time spent on support

4.

HTTPS transfers from Heimdal servers anywhere in the world

4.

Secure packages and updated machines – anytime/anywhere

5.

Covers both feature and security patches

5.

Ensures you are always updated

6.

Patch release to install time of less the 4 hours avg.

6.

Quick exploit kit protection and best possible compliance

7.

Configurable installs & patches – and how much to delay

7.

Can be customized to fit your organization’s needs

8.

Version management included

8.

Full compatibility to legacy software

9.

Offers installation catalogue, managed by the admin

9.

Enhances security by removing needs for local admin rights

10. Un-installation of software supported

10. Can remove unwanted software from your machines

11. Scheduling of updates according to PC clock

11. Updates always fit to employees in their time zone

Foresight Ransomware protection
Foresight offers 5-layers
Ransomware Protection
Wannacry, CTB-Locker, Cryptolocker, or
Cryptowall is likely the most advanced malware
in the world.
Heimdal offers protection where antivirus
products give up - offering Attack blocking,
Patching, Exploit blocking, Dropper protection
or key delivery filtering.
Infections can happen either via vulnerabilities
or via exploits delivered from legitimate website
banners and go undetected by antivirus.
Once the exploits are executed, Malware
droppers deliver the payload, which can avoid
your antivirus. By doing so hackers bypass
traditional endpoint protection.
Heimdal uses the 5-layers to stop Ransomware
attacks at different levels.

Thor Vigilance
(X-Gen Antivirus + EDR)

Antivirus using Signature,
Code and Behavior scanning to
detect and remediate
Viruses
APT’s
Financial Fraud
Data leaks
Ransomware

Remediation with minimal effort!

Thor Vigilance
(X-Gen Antivirus + EDR)

100,00% Detection*
Offering market leading Next-Gen Antivirus capabilities Thor Vigilance will detect and mitigate
even next-gen threats. Using all the techniques known by both traditional
and next-gen antivirus engines Thor Vigilance offers market leading detection and mitigation.
* AV-Comparatives.org Malware Protection Test – Feb 2018

Local File/Signature
& Registry scanning

Real-Time Cloud
Scanning

Sandbox and
backdoor inspection

Process Behavior
based scanning

Thor Vigilance uses real-time
low impact in-memory and
file and signature scanning,
combined with active
registry change scanning to
provide leading edge
traditional type Antivirus
detection and mitigation.

All files not-known to the
local database are sent to
our cloud for scanning.
Using 1.000 CPU cores
topped with Machine
Learning Detection
algorithms, we add another
dimension to detection.

Files that still do not show
as malware, enter our
sandbox to see if they act
as malware. This is done by
also checking the file
communication to see if it
tries to contact Command
and Control servers.

When files start to execute
Thor Vigilance continues to
monitor processes and
process changes with
Heuristic, Behavior engines
to give our X-Gen Antivirus
the ability to detect code
changes at all levels.

Thor Vigilance
(X-Gen Antivirus + EDR)

Preventing the unknown and catching the known.
Combine Thor Foresight and Thor Vigilance to give you proactive IOC’s and enhanced IOA’s.
Thor Foresight enriches our Thor Vigilance X-Gen Antivirus, with a unique EDR ability,
to mitigate even concealed or unknown samples.

Thor Foresight

Thor Vigilance

Unique threat prevention and unique
traffic based detection of hidden or
unknown malware samples, Thor
Foresight delivers unique EDR IOA/IOC
intelligence to Thor Vigilance

It leads the field in malware detection
testing on its own, but when supplied
with the Thor Foresight IOA/IOC
intelligence, Thor Vigilance will be able to
mitigate otherwise hidden threats

Thor Vigilance
(X-Gen Antivirus + EDR)

Thor Vigilance EDR and
management features
The Thor Vigilance suite offers a effective overview
of threats, combined with easy to use, but advanced
remote remediation features in a single interface
management for your antivirus, enabling you to
remotely execute a number of tasks such as.
-

Differentiated Group Policy settings
Scheduling of scans per group
Remote quick scan per device or per group
Remote full scan per device or per group
Remote delete per device or per group
Quarantine of TTPC processes (With Foresight)
Exclusion from scan
Quarantine of selected processes.

Thor Vigiliance combined with Thor Foresight, also
gives EDR features such as:
- User compromise
- Process exploits
- Malware undetectable by Antivirus

Unified Threat Platform

Unified Threat Dashboard
Heimdal UTD (Optional API for SIEM)
Heimdal Corporate offers real-time threat and status reporting,
delivered in intervals of your choosing. Data is graphed and scaled daily,
weekly or monthly and can be integrated into SIEM via API.
The Heimdal UTD stores the entire history as long as you are a
customer and will help you perform compliance audits and risk
assessments.
Coupled with weekly reports, data exports, e-mail alerts and data drill
down built-in, Heimdal UTD offers a powerful and simple way to
manage your environment.
Heimdal Corporate UTD helps you do:
-Next-Gen malware prevention, with HIPS (DarkLayer Guard)
-Data leakage prevention and Forensics (DarkLayer Guard)
-Quick response to hidden threats (TTPC)
-Hidden threat detection, with HIDS for what AV can’t see (VectorN)
-Vulnerability management and compliance (X-ploit resilience)
-Automated and Enhanced Threat Mitigation (Next-Gen AV)
-Lifetime history storage for auditing and compliance

Easy policy creation and deployment
Group Policies and Active
Directory integration
Heimdal UTD allows you to define policies for each
component in detail – DARKLayer Guard, VectorN
Deteciton and X-ploit Resilience. You can also do
whitelisting and blacklisting of websites per active
directory group of your Heimdal environment and even
custom blocking pages per active directory group.
This gives you a powerful option to individually tailor
your entire IT environment and create policies, which
applies to your exact needs across the Active Directory
groups in the organization.
Once configured Heimdal deployment is simple and
easy and can happen through any MSI deployment
tool.

Thor Premium vs. Malwarebytes

For internal training only

Hemidal Thor Foresight –
malware prevention

Heimdal Thor Vigilance –
reactive head to head

Width beats it all – Thor
Premium

Heimdal Thor Foresight offers module
capabilities which are not featured at all, or
only party featured in the Malwarebytes
packages. Offering full patching and attack
filtering capabilities the Thor Foresight
product overshadows the limited proactive
features of Malwarebytes obsolete.

In reality Malwarebytes is a Antivirus
replacement, but strong in PUA
(Potentially unwanted application). In a
malware detection comparison Thor
Vigilance will be superior, using File and
Signature, Heuristic, Behavior, Cloud
based and Sandboxing techniques

Looking at the width, the Thor Premium
package offers patching, exploit
mitigation, DNS/HTTP/HTTPS filtering,
Antivirus detection at all levels, data
leakage protection and a firewall – which
makes it a far superior prevention and
detection package to Malwarebytes.
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Any Questions?
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Website: heimdalsecurity.com
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